128	The Birth and Death of the Sun
The first weeks of March of the year 1913 turned out
to be a very unfavourable period for astronomical observa-
tion at Princeton. It was raining most of the time, and the
overcast skies absolutely excluded any kind of observatory
work. But this did not much disturb Professor H. N.
Russell, director of the observatory, who was even glad
that his enforced idleness was enabling him to bring some
order out of his previous observations and to check certain
ideas that had been preoccupying his mind for the last
few months.
On a large sheet of millimetre-paper, Russell began to
construct a diagram to represent the relations between the
absolute luminosities and the spectral classes of all the stars
for which he had these data. It was rather tedious work,
for many hundreds of stars had to be plotted on the dia-
gram, but, as he approached the end of it, the pattern
formed by the points began to take on a very interesting
and peculiar shape (Figure 34).
Clear across the diagram, from its lower right-hand to its
upper left-hand corner, ran a narrow band that contained
most of the plotted points and, in particular, the point
representing our own Sun. All the stars belonging to this
main sequence are evidently closely related and differ by
only one factor, presumably their mass. These "normal
stars" range continuously from the comparatively cool and
faint ffred dwarfs" up to the brilliantly blue and luminous
"blue giants!9
But this marked regularity was broken by a number of
striking exceptions, which, however, as the phrase goes,
helped to prove the rule. There were two distinctly dif-
ferent types of stars falling far from the main sequence.
A number of points were scattered rather irregularly in the

